St Oswald’s Year 2: Weekly Update
4th - 8th October 2021
We have had another busy week in Year 2 as we work our way through our
‘Touch The Future’ curriculum that we follow in St Oswald’s. We have been
learning and honing our skills across the subjects. Here is a snippet of what we have been
working on this week:
RE - Judaism Week:
We have been focusing on the Jewish religion this week, with a visit on Monday from an expert,
from the Manchester Jewish Community, Ann Angel. We tried the Challah bread that is eaten on
Shabbat (The Sabbath) as well as creating the special candles that are lit to celebrate the day of
rest.

Art:
The children have started a new topic on human form. Recently they have been creating shapes and
letters with their bodies.

PE:
The class has been continuing on their focus of movement; learning how to move in specific and skillful
ways such as side stepping, skipping and hopscotch. These movements were used to play different
competitive games.

Science:
I was so impressed with all the amazing materials posters that were sent in from home. Thank you for all
the help provided for the children. We were looking at how materials can and cannot change shape today,
and tested a variety of objects.

Stars of the week:

A

HUGE congratulations to our stars of the week this week Izabelle P and Sana! You are both

superstars!
I hope you have all enjoyed reading and questioning the children on their new books and once again I
thank you for all you have been doing with your children at home.
It has been great working with the children this week and I look forward to more fun learning next week.
All the best,
Mr Coppenhall

